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THE DISCOVERY

THE ATLANTIC

by

Dr. Reinoud M. de Jonge and

Stuart Wakefield

Tbe Decipherment of Megalithic Picture Writing
(Petroglyphs ofCairn T, Loughcrew, Meath,
ca. 3200 BC)

Summary

(seen also in Figs.4,5) "The Story of
Dr. de
called his first interpretation of
Loughcrew lt • This photo is of Reinoud and Stone CS, tbe western most interior stone of the
megalithic "passage grave" in Cairn
Loughcrew, Ireland,
c.3200 BC
You
west toward the setting sun and the western ocean as you look at the stone inside the
cairn. These cairns may not have been originally constructed as
but as m(lIllJlm4enf:s,
IrninonllicaJ tools ("Cairns of the Sun"), and/or mission churches. Tomkins (Ref.20)
out tbat "tbe custom of burying distinguisbed citizens in national monuments tbat were not
originally designed for
purpose is common to the world, as in Westminster Abbey, the
Invalides, the Pantheon, and Maes-Howe n • Brennan (Ref.lS) claims that "large
oowls
burned stones [such as have been found at Knowth and Newgrange] are .,".d41.........,
n .. ,~'h'''' ... tl,nn ntes". There is a later
tradition that
sex in the
pregnant through "divine coition" (Ref.11). The three hills of the cOluplex
River, west
Newgrange,
central Ireland, 60km from the east coast.
consists of many
which are situated inside cairns, on the three
grassy hilltops now
grazed by cows and sheep. These tombs contain many stones whh
inscriptions (Ref.2), but we will primarily look at two stones in tbis article.
Tbe Carbon-14 dating ofmegalithic tombs in Ireland bas been done on teeth remaining in these
tombs from low-temperarure wood-fire cremations. The C-14 measurements aU point to dates
in the second half of the 4th millennium
which would be after the discovery of the
Azores (c.3600 BC), the new western home ofthe SunGod (Rd.l). So, it does not surprise os,
that this whole
of monuments of Loughcrew strongly resembles the three
of
islands of the Azores. The passage graves He on
hilltops, with an altitude of """'01111"
Tbe eastern hlIJtop possesses in fact two cairns (see Fig.2), corresponding to the two
islands of the East Azores. The highest central hilltop possesses live more cairns, for seven
total, corresponding to tbe live additional islands of the Central Azures. And the western
billtop possesses two more cairns, for nine total, corresponding to the two additional islands of
the West Azores. As a consequence, the inscriptions in the passage graves should be associated
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Fig. 1 Photo 01' Dr. Reinoud dc Jonge explalning lhe "Story of Loughcrcw"
inscription, Ju ly 8. 1998. The flashlight pOin ts La lhf' c1lscovel . of the
Azores In the middle of lhe Atlantic (c. 3600 BC). This was U1C slarting
~t gnal far the buUdlng 01' the monument-complex of Loughcrew. In'land. 
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with these islands. Smaltel", lower cairns have been later added around these cairns, as shown
in Fig.2, some of which bave been shown to be calendrical
tools (sunligbt in
to tbose at special
sites (Ref.17).
passages shine on
The most important
is in Cairn T, on top of the
bill of Lougbcrew, in
Corstown (Fig.2). Tbe cairn, including tbe passage grave, is oriented to
west. The
westernmost
will be the most important one. And of
witbin
the
westernmost stone (CS) will be of special importance. In accord witb this statement, tbe
endstone CS bas been
in a surprisingly beautifuJ fashion
Stone CS (Ref.24) is weil known for its decorative "arttl and "a fine array of ,nut_p'lI"""
Mythic Ireland, by Micbael
Ref.1t). Other authors have said tbis is
art" (O'Kelly,
bas mucb bigber art, than for "'"""......."', LO'Uf!,!1cl'ev.'"
Ref.15).
are "motit'S elose to patterns recorded in trances
of
[enters the passage grave], iIIl.llminatin~
(patton, Ref.14). "A
SDE~IIu:u:! out a message in a forgotten language of
abstract, a form of symbolic
many symbols seem to indicate nUlll1bers
connected witb timekeeping" (Brennan, Ref.17). We agree that these
are artistic,
and find tbey also contain
information, and convey the
experiences,
lUIUKJIU~ of their creators.

Stone C-S, Cairn T

points are

quantitative
oldest written history on
attempts to reach the
world, - that is, to cross the ocean
BC). These images are a
form of
picture writing, and are the most historically
important and most beautiful megalithic
inscriptions in the British
We
them the second best in
petroglyphs of
many other examples of cave
the natural shape of the stone
as part of the work, the
being an end less sea that is
North Atlantic Ocean. As
Fig.4, note the coast of
Greenland in the north, and
unknown side of the ocean on the
proof of the story
the
thernselves. Each figure rpr,rp"pnt<:o
By adding the numbers, the
and true
rI"",.,.,.""~,, of latitude ofthe discovered land

"Story of
sailing boat (see
the Strait of
Islands (B). They """'Io,...,,,,,.~,,
at the degree of latitude
Cancer, 23°N, which held
in honor of the

m

order!

with a

an archaic
callcd "Tbe Mystery
its 16th line: "Who teaches the
falls the sunset?" (Ref.17).
the
proofs
lie
interpretations
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inscriptions themselves. The ship contains six
distance Iines (d\) (count the spaces), three in
the hull, three in the sails (follow the numbers
in Fig.5). Item B has six petals, item C has
three dl, and item D has eight petals, for a
total of23 (A+B+C+D= 6+6+3+8= 23). The
problem with this route is that it is the
tradewind route west, so the boats could not
sail back against the winds and currents, and
disappeared.
By sailing south and west one would sail to
the Canary Islands (B) at 29°N (A+B+D+E=
6+6+8+9= 29). (Since C is Cape Verde, and
further south, this item is not included in the
calculation.) Along the coast of NW Africa,
they sailed further southwest to Cape Verde
(B to C) at 15°N (A+B+C=6+6+3= 15). (To
follow the latitudes, you should use a good
map, like the National Geographic's Atlantic
Ocean, 1955, see Fig.8.) From there, they
discovered the Cape Verde Islands (C again)
at about 666km offshore (A has six
dl=666km). The islands extend from east to
west over 333km (C has 3dl= 333km), and
they are situated at 15°N (B+D+C 1= 6+8+ 1=
15), 16°N (B+D+CJ+C2= 6+8+1+1= 6),
and nON (B+D+C 1+C2+C3= 6+8+ 1+ 1+ I =
17). The petroglyph C has also the shape of
the archipelago (turned 90° clockwise), and it
suggests the coastal waters were explored
over a distance of 6dl= 6° of latitude= 666km
(right and left 3+3= 6 spaces). But they still
did not succeed in crossing the ocean.
LATER ON, they discovered, above the
Canary Islands (B), the islands of Madeira
(E&F) 12°WSW (A+B= 6+6= 12) from the
Strait of Gibraltar (A). These islands are
situated at 33°N (A+B+C+D+E+F= A-F=
6+6+ 3+8+9+ 1 =33) at a distance of 666km
(A or B=6dl=666km) from the coast of
northwest Africa. They consist of the main
island of Madeira (E, large inscription), and
the small island of Porto Santo CF, small
inscription).
The discovery is modest,
because the small islands (E&F are smal1
inscriptions) are situated less west than the
Cape Verde Islands, but they gave mucb hope

(E is a little sun) that more land could be
found in the west! eWe hear Heyerdahl is
now investigating stone pyramids in the
Canaries.)
AT ABOUT the same time they discovered
near the British Isles (G), west of Scotland
and west of the Hebrides (G'), the lslet of
RockalJ (G"), at 57°N (A-G,+G'+G"=
41+8+8= 57). This islet gave a little bit of
hope of more land in the west, so it is carved
like astar, smaller than the star of Madeira
(E).
Not long afterwards, as a result of sailing
explorations from Madeira (E), they
discovered the three island groups of the
Azores (F,H,&I).
(Glyph F has double
meanings.) West of the Strait of Gibraltar
(A) at 36°N, the Initial Sailing Direction from
Madeira is 36°NW (Ab+B+E+F+H+I=
3+6+9+ I +9+8= 36), over a distance of about
9dl (E= 9, 9xlll= 999km). The Terminal
Sailing Direction in the neighborhood of Santa
Maria (East Azores, F) is 29°NW,
corresponding to the latitude of the Canaries
(B), already calculated, 29°N. The difference
is due to the curvature of the Earth. The East,
Central, and West Azores are situated at
(Aal +Ab+B+E+F+H+I=
37°N
1+ 3+6+9+ 1+9+8=3 7),
38°N(Aal +Aa2+Ab+B+E+F+H+I=J+ 1+3+6
+9+ 1+9+8=
38),
and
39°N
(Aal +Aa2+Aa3+Ab+B+E+F+H+I=
1+ 1+ 1+3+6+9+ 1+9+8= 39).
From Santa Maria (East Azores, F), one
steers
a
course
of
27°WNW
(E+F+H+I=9+ 1+9+8= 27) for the Central (H)
and West (I) Azores. The West Azores He
approximately 1888km offshore (H+I= 8+9=
17= 17dl= I 888km). The Azores consist of
nine islands (H=9), situated more to the west
than the Cape Verde Islands (C), far in the
ocean. To the west, the sea was explored over
8dl= 888km (I=8). H&I are small images of
the ocean, with Iines of latitude. They believed
they were in the middle of the ocean, so they
have drawn
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Fig. 3 Photo by authors of Cairn T. Loughcrew. Ireland. and groundplan of
passage grave in this Cairn . (c.3300 BC) (Ref.2)
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Stone C8 C
(Ref .2, c.3300
,rum
BC).

&

) to
Finally, they explored 10
latitude
the north (P, head) to
ii was
Greenland (0) at 61°N,
The sea could
going (0 is deeply
only be explored over a
III
(0=1 =1
111
they
west coast than
Faeroes (K)! (This is
been engraved so
had to
up, and all
stop in dismay (P, the Iittle man,

the
Glyph C is
but without
that could be
Azores

turn out, the Upper North was an alternative
route they could use,
so
sail is
which is
Iceland (L).

Val. 3, Issue Nttmber 11) 2002

on mid-winter day. Glyph B for
is a flower too, because people
Islands (B), at the latitude of
Nile Delta, have asked themselves for
thousands
"to cross the Ocean, do
the north or to the south?"
but the SunGod!
of the Azores on the route to
by
use of 3
megalithic art dated
this archipellago in c.3600
the three groups of the nine
islands
the Azores. On stone C8,
made two (2) similar inscriptions, A and
u",",au;)<;; for a way back across the ocean,
believe in Madeira and the Azores
I,
made three (3) analogous
and
because they believe in the three island
made
(4)
groups of the Azores.
other resembling images, B, D,
and M,
because they firmly beLieved in the
island-groups of Madeira and the Azores. In
total they made 9
9) splendid
inscriptions, because they were
that
someday the 9 islands of the Azores would
the ocean.
play an important role in
They also made two
beautiful
inscriptions, K and P, because this is also true
for the two islands of Madeira.
""~,,,,rl,,,,,,,,,,

IN FACT, the whole complex
strongly resembles the three groups
in the Azores (see Fig.2).
stone C8 is placed
the west, and has three o...;lIit1II1UC;1
associated either with
groups in the
Islands to the south,
Azores to
and Greenland to the north. The

through the
inscription
(Refs.9,17).

entrance

commg
up
flower too
were
ocean at
north

agreement with the
West Azores, 39° N,
important
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Megalithic Explorations (CS)
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Fig. ES Drawing of Stone e8, with author's labels, geographie names and
numbers from text.
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THE MEGALITHIC
the same as the Egyptian "lI1nrptnp
The similar inscriptions
units, corresPOrtdtnlg
together 23 (9+8+6=
to the latitude ofthe Tropic of
center of the Southern
N. The similar

Vol. }, Ifsue Number 11, 2002

British

(G), at a latitude of 43°N (A
1+2=43). The Z', south of Madeira
(E), depicts
the 3 westenunost
Islands at 28°N (A-D+Z+Z'= 23+2+3= 28).
It is emphasized that both this cape and these
western islands may still be of great
Finally, on the top of the stone,
(L), we see a double circle,
the island of Jan Mayen, discovered some
(c.2900 BC). Its latitude
71) can be calculated
that
Ravn at 69°N

IS

islands of the Azores. It is not
that Madeira (E) and even the
symbolized by a sun with 9 rays.
and the Azores are indicated
inscriptions E,
H, and 1. They rpn,rp<i.pnr
together
27
(9+
corresponding to the important latitude of the
at 27°N,
center ofthe United Egyptian
halfway between the Tropic of
and the
Nile Delta. The four "stars"
F, G", and J
27 (9+ 1
27) units too,
confirming this latitude. (Also, the sum of all
the nine major inscriptions total
which
su btracted from a 90
right angle equals
27° (A+B+C+D+G+H+I+L+M= 63; 90-63=
27.) The Egyptian SunGod has told us "the
realm of the dead (D) is in
at the
other side of the waters, in the land where the
sun sets. After death, you will be reunited
there, with your ancestors, your family, your
relatives,
your
friends
and
your
acquaintances" .
Other details can be deciphered on stone C8.
The easterly Shetland Islands have only been
He at
indicated by the scratch of J'.
60 0 N (A-H+J+J'= 50+9+1= 60).
deep carvings Z and Z' have been made at a
later time, but before c.2500 BC. They do not
belong to the original set of inscriptions. The
double
Z is Cape Finistere
between the Strait of Gibraltar (A) and the

in the GreenJand
rock (69+2= 71). 1t
by a
of an
the edge of it (Arctic
+3+1= 71),
Thorizontal bar of it
the newly discovered
shows that it can be
Cape Brewster at 70 0 N
of 3+1

1\/"M·~f,~·M

&
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Roofstone above Stone C8. Cairn T.
of Western Europe. (Ref.2. c.3200
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extensively. Below, we see right and left in
both cases two Cape Verde Islands, to be
precise, the main island Sao Tiago (below),
and the NW island Santo Antao (above). At
the left side is shown that the coastal waters
north of these islands were investigated. The
strong NE winds and currents evidently
curtailed further explorations here.
AT THE EXTREME right side, a group of
less clear carvings have been made, probably
by somebody who did not understand the
stone very weil.
He thought that the
inscriptions left of the star (Y) represented the
two important islands of the West Azores
(which is often the ca se on other megalithic
stones). So he carved the East and Central
Azores above the star to "complete" the
inscription. Then he announced that the sea
north ofthe 3 island groups of the Azores was
explored over 555km (5dl).
Finally, at the extreme left side we see a deep
dark inscription -an ancient "graffiti"- dating
from after the discovery of America (c.2500
BC). It really does not belong to this stone or
this monument at all. Turn the drawing of the
roofstone 90° anti-clockwise. The dot is Cape
Verde, with left of it, the adjacent shore. The
small upward scratch points to the nearby
Cape Verde Islands. The long strokes from
Cape Verde and from the Bissagos Islands in
the south provide the global sailing direction
to the NE coast of South America: 45° SW.
Jt is the start of the Southem Crossing over
the ocean, and the answer to the problem
megalithic people had struggled with for so
long.
Tbe Faeroes, Ieeland and Greenland

The Story of Loughcrew is conftrmed in the
design of Stonehenge I in South England
(c.3200 BC), but also in many European
petroglyphs. Fig.l 0 (top) shows a simple
carving from Luffang, Brittany. People sailed
around South England via the Hebrides
(Scotland) to the Faeroes.
Next, they
discovered lceland in the northwest (c.3400

BC).
This was an important discovery,
because Iceland has about the size of Ireland,
which is much larger than the tiny islets
discovered in the past!
Encouraged by this posItIve result, soon
Greenland was discovered, too (Refs.3 ,4).
Fig.lO (bottom left) shows the best sail ing
direction from the NW peninsula of Ieeland to
Cape Holm, Greenland (at the edge of the
stone), c.15°WNW (c.3300 BC, Loughcrew).
As the petroglyph shows, the sailing distance
is about the diameter of Iceland: c.5dl=
555km. From Cape Holm at the Arctic
Circle, people voyaged along the coast to the
south, of course. Impressed by the enonnous
length of this coastal strip (7°=777km), they
thought they had reached the other side of the
Ocean. However, aJl the land ended at Cape
Farvel at 60 0 N, and at the SW Cape at 61 °N
(Fig.10,
bottom
right)
(c.3200
BC,
Loughcrew).

Figure 11 (top), from Loughcrew too,
provides us with a good overview. They
sailed from the Orkneys (via the Faroes) to
the SE coast of Iceland, and after a rough
journey they arrived at Cape Farvel. The
explorations at sea were extremely difficult,
because it was bitter cold. For that reason
they often switched over to units of half
distance lines (hdl), corresponding to
0.5dl=55km .
The Faeroes (between the
spirals) are located at distances of
7xO .5dl=3 .5dl=388km from the Orkneys and
Iceland. Around Cape Farvel the sea was
explored over only 5xO.5dl=2.5dl=277km
(c.3200 BC). Next, the sea was also explored
south of the SW Cape, as shown in Fig.l0
(bottom right), over 7xO.5dl=3.5dl=388km
(the concentric circles are placed in the
water), but no land was found.
ONE OF THE Calderstones in Liverpool,
England, Fig.ll (bottom), shows a complete
expedition to South Green land, c.2800 BC.
As indicated by the northward foot, people
sailed from the British Isles via the Faeroes
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49°N, c.4700
latitudes north
monument,
latitude",
50 0 N to 54°N. The
the North-South direction, is one of the
of
(l°=11 I km).
The
else but the same
to
other
directions

of
has never
deciphered
U<O\.,<1U:)<O people in our
very old
sky, the
notions. If at night, one looks at
shortest
between
polar star and the
of latitude.
equals the loeal
and similar measurements can be
carried out very easily
with a
(Jacob's Staff), as
times (Ref.7).
ancient
primitive instrument are spread
widely in Western
(Refs.l,2). The
circle angle was divided in 360°, because the
cyclic
counts at 360 days. Today, we
are
doing that in the same way, but it is
not
that people have
done
that, even in the
past.

THE

pieture

Latitudes were in use in Egypt from the start
of
Old Kingdom, but probably much
earlier. The
Pyramid in
(c.2700
is located at
30 0 00'N, and there is
a complicated inscription on the
all
pharaohs
the
dynasty (2723-2563
three close values of the
Cancer (Ref.20). In
(2000-1786
but
the point
the River
at exactly 23°00'N was called "Sacred
Sycamore",
Tree of
as
the southern boundary
In
predynastic
BC),
'".'LU''''' halfway between
Tropic
and the
Delta was a well-known concept
(Ref.20).
THE CIRCUMFERENCE of
earth was
very
known by c.2800 BC, and
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"moira", the
of
one
same
(1 moira=
the Old Kingdom
value
it with an
thousand (Ref20).
ind icated in
were
in
of one tenth
a moira (0.1
moira=llkm), called
"grand schoenia", or
one sixtieth
a moira, the
a tenth of an Egyptian mHe, the stadia.
conclusion
all
have come to
megalithic petroglyphs and monuments were
of one angular
the
developed on the
In our time, latitudes are
divided
into 60 minutes, and the minutes are
divided into 60 seconds. The
in
Egypt, because
were
1°= 1 moira= 60 Egyptian miles, and I
Egyptian
60
plethera, or the
distance of a minute
Thom has ptnnlru'
the aid
the "megalithic yard",
is a relation
my
Possibly
and the
of 10, because, with a deviation
of about 3%, 360x360=129,600,
111 , 1] Okm, whiJe JO= 1
111.11
THE
(c.3200 Be) are unique, but they are so
complex it is hard to understand how they
could have
done without having
copied from more transient materials, which
were portable,
maybe usable, om:sJ(]le
cairn. In the
in south
final part
also
which is another
with menhirs
more than
1).
monument is
accurately at c.3200
(Refs. 3,4). Some
details suggest that
endstone of
Loughcrew
It slightly, but Michael
Dames
11) reports Cairn T has been
dated at 3200 BC too.

The Loughcrew

have

same
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Cape Farvel

lOOSE

STONE

C18

Flg. 10 Top: The saillng route around south England via the Hebrtdes to
the Faroes. Left above: the newly discovered island of Ieeland (Luffang,
Crac'h. Brtttany. Ref.2. c.3400 BC).
.
Bottom left: Ieeland. and the best sa1ling dix:ection of c.15"WNW to Cape
Holm, Greenland. at a dlstance of 5dl= 555km whlch 1s about the
diameter of Iceland (Loughcrew. Ca1rnH. East Ireland, Ref.2. c.3300 BC).
Bottom rlght: South Greenland with. right. Cape Farvel at 60o N. and left.
the SW Cape at 61 oN.
In the south. the sea was explored over
c.6xO.5dl=3dl=333km offshore (the concentrtc circles are placed in the
water). (Loughcrew. Caim J. East lFeland. Ref.2. c.3200 BC)
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7 spaces In the spiral

7 spaces In the spiral

Orlmeys

SIll

Fig. 11 Top: The Orkneys (rtght) the Faroes

the
the SE
coast of lceland (ahove). and Cape Farvel (South Greenland. left). The
Faroes are at distances of c.7xO.5dl= 3.5dl=388km from the Orkneys and
Ieeland. Around
Farvel the sea was explored over 5xO.5dl:::: 2.5dl=
277km.
c.3200 BC).
Bottem:
from the Britlsh Isles (right) via the Faroes (the
spiral) to Ieeland (ahove). From there the south part
Greenland Heft)
was reached. East and west of Cape Farvel the sea was explored. but no
land was found. It was bitter cold. hut people returned along the same
route without
(the foot in the southern direcUon has 6 toesl.
(C~udl~rstorles, Liverpool.
c.2800 BC)
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Fig. 12 Left: The North Atlanttc Ocean wl.th Greenland and the Mid
AtlantIe Ridge. Because Iceland is relatlvely large. they indulged in faneies
about a seeond Ieeland west of Greenland. Around South Greenland the
eoastal waters are explored over 3dl=333km (east) and 2dl=222km
(west). At the level of the Azores. the width of the ocean 1s estimated to
be 2x(O.5+0.5+1)=4DL=4444km. It 1s also an early representatlon of the
God of the Ocean, which Is the SunGod. (Luffang. Crac·h. Brittany. Ref.2.
c.2900 BC)

Fig.13

Right: Both sides of this stone are coastal maps of South
Greenland.
Center Front (I): The lowest point i8 Cape Farvel at 60o N, and the heel of
the lower foot 1s near the SW Cape at 61 oN. The two feet show an area of
tnterest between them at 62°N. Higher 18 a carving of South Greenland
(rtght) , and the explored coastal waters at th1s latltude (62°N. left), over a
distance of 7x 0.5dl=. or simply 3.5dl= 388km offshore.
Center Back. (U): The spiral (below) shows the explored waters along the
west coast at 63°N, again over a distance of 7xO.5dl. The concentrtc
circles {abovel show the explored waters at the "west cape", just below
Disko Island (top. natural relief)). at 67°N. again over a dlstance of 7x
0.5dl. (Calderstones. Liverpool. England. 2700 BC)
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In the center of the group of petroglyphs we see two sman, poorly inscribed ..")'....,, Iillbeled
1t2" in
which are ancient maps. Around them we see a great
of so
"Mediterranean
, which look like "axes". These signs an have slightly different
appearances, and they each have a carefully
out position relative to the other
in the
group. Two glyphs overlap each other. At the upper left side we see a different petroglyph,
with big loops, which dates from a late megalithic time period, as we shaU explain. These
figures
been drawn one after the other, with Jong time periods in between. The older
petroglyphs are situated in the center, and the later ones near the
This
like a
natural progression,
with the record that 1J1:ssll~n~lc

CENTER of the group
(FigA) 1s a natural, rather straight
of
crack, which,
most natural
petroglyph
was used in the story belng
told. At the
side a
small carvrng, or
labeled "1" was made, attached to it
(see
Fig.5). It is an image
the
peninsula of
(the
area in the
with
coastal waters around it (the
area). The crack is the
along
west coast of
IS now
from
the Gulf Biscay in
to the Cape
La
(Normandy) at The Channel in the
north. The edge
part of the figure
is the coast of Brittany,
in the
where
petroglyphs are located, to
Gu If
Malo (Mont St. Michel) in
north.
geographie details are
like the
shore near the
Belle-Isle at
south
and the north
IIes (Lannion).
point ofBrittany near Les
From the
of the coastal waters
glyph
1, it can
deduced
the
did not
saH further than c.lOOkm
a
consequence,
central glyph is much older
than
monument itself,
probably dates
c.6500

At the
glyph is a
miniscule map
the
Mediterranean Sea" (FigsA,5), (the western
half of the Mediterranean) a common ","I,ip<~t
of early megalithic "art". It extends from
Italy in the east to the
of
of the figure).
the
Genoa in
indicated correctly.
splits up in a short right part,representrng the
Gulf of Cadiz to
Vincente (SW
corner of Portugal),
a thin left part,
leading to
coastal
islands Lanzarote
the
indicated in the proper
rAo,hrr,h was made
of
the Canary Islands. These
western
more
2000km south
Brittany, became the westernmost lands of the
then
world. On the sailing route to
,-v.:t;"" .. waters were indicated over
a width of c.1
F or this reason glyph 2
is not as old as glyph 1, probably
from
c.5500 BC. Note that
glyph is Jooklng to
so the orientation is 90° different
from glyph I.
while
on the rock, the carver
on
""....,au"" Brittany is located
north
Strait of Gibraltar (which is at
2).
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The petroglyphs of Dlssignac
2100 Be).
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Flg. 4
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Petroglyphs of Fig.3. nu.mtJlen~a In the order in which
have been
engraved
several millen1a. It t5 the
of the crossing
the
Atlantic Ocean. and the
of all the land on earth (c.6500- c.2l00

&

descriptions based upon
For
reason, glyph 3 is called a "Route
Pictogram". At sea, where only latitudes
could be determined, these latitude
encodings were far more important than
maps. We know from study
stone
design of the Tumulus of
c.4500 BC), that Kercado was built
of the
of
(Refs.I,4,8).
petroglyph 3,
was carved at

and the Cape Verde Islands is c.600km, so
c.4500 BC
were able to cross
distance over open sea.

GLYPH 4 (see Figs.4,7) was
glyph 3, slightly to the left. From the chosen
position it can be concluded that an ,,,,,,","","
discovery was made WSW of
Gibraltar. So the islands of Madeira had been
discovered! To further i1lustrate
location,
the left side branch of glyph 4 is engraved
widely, and the handle is directed through the
thin left side branch of glyph 3 (and looking
as though it was underneath it) exactly where
Madeira is situated.
Glyph 4 is a Mediterranean symbol, and
a Jacob's Staff. The tangents at the important
of the petroglyph, and those of the
previous figures make angles with
baseline, recording the latitudes where people
have been, and sailing directions they have
used. The tangent to the left side branch
glyph 4 makes an angle of 13° (shown on
glyph 4, Fig.7), equal to the sailing
from Gibraltar to Madeira, 13°WSW.
angle between both tangents of glyph 4 is 21
encoding the latitude of Cape
21
The newly discovered islands of Madeira are
north of this cape. The
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4 makes an angle of 21°- ]3°=8°, equal to the
distance from Gibraltar to Madeira, 8dl=8° of
888km, but also showing that the
coast to the south was explored until Sherbro
is the SW
at 8°N.

on the
of glyph 4 represents
peninsula ofBrittany, so the handle is now
west coast ofFrance. The ancient glyph 1
been
this, the
to Brittany has been
2
faint horizontal
loop).
are trying
also had a new discovery
in the neighborhood of Brittany.
the glyph also represents
route around the British

("Rockall"

In

Fig.7),

and IreJand
confirming this

you look at a11 the tangents of glyph 4,
coast
Europe was
as far as the islet of
left tanl~ent

11,

encoded latltudes:
36°N:::: 150 +21°= Glbraltar
21°N::::: Cape Blanco. Afrtca
15°N= southern Cape Verde Islands

I

baseline

\

!eil branch tangent
21" ---

Canary 151.

,,,

map

ancient map

.,.N

or
symbolic Jacob's Staff

.. .•

~

:~
.;:;:
.\1>

i;

cosst 01 France

• • ::I

3 . '.•
···

• Q)
.ll>

• :l

lotltUde. ... ",ad
oft • .,.11iI'd

".ff

Cross-Stalf. or Jacob's

Fig.5 Glyphl: Ancient map of the peninsula of Brlttany, wlth the coastal
waters over c.100km (c.6500 BC). Glyph 2: Ancient
of the Uttle
Mediterranean Sea. with the sailing routes to Portugal
and to the
discovered Canary
(left) (c.5500 BC). Glyph 3:
sign.
shoWing the discovery of the Cape Verde Islands (c.4500 BC), with
explanation of megallth1c latitude encoding system
a Jacob's Staff.

11,

TabIe 1
The Cout:al Route
and the d!scovely of
(Glyph
0.4500 BC)
Latitude Location Code:

29"N Canary Islands =2La
2BoN Cape BOjador =2HR
23"N Tropic of Cancer =2Ra
21°N
Blanco =3Lb
17"N
Verde Islands. north =IRe
IBoN
Verde Islands. central lRi
l5°N Cape Verde Islands, south =3Ra
14"N Cape Verde =3Rb, lRae
12"N Bissagos Islands =3Ri
Palmas =lU
4"N
4°N
River mouth =3HR
Q"N Equator =3Ha
l"S Cape
=lLe,3HRa/3H1a

Fig.6

o

10 cm

. . IM«"

The latltude codes of glyph 3, repeated in Table I, showing the
coastal route from the Stratt of Glbraltar (36°N) along Afrlca to the south
untll
Lopez (1 "S), and the dlscovery- of the
Verde Islands at 16"N
(c.4500
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The Discovery of the Azores
Glyph 5 has been carved above glyph 4. The
higher position chosen for this glyph indicates
that a new discovery has been made west of
the Strait of Gibraltar. So glyph 5 must be
about the Azores, later discovered far out in
the ocean!
Again, the figure is a
Mediterranean sign. The tangents to this
glyph (and from this glyph to the previous
glyphs) encode important latitudes, sailing
directions, distances, and number of islands,
as they do for the other glyphs. Remember,
these people like mathematics (Ref.35)!
Below the right side branch, a little arc has
been engraved (see only in Fig.2). The right
tangent of glyph 5 (running along this arc)
makes an angle of 18° with the baseline of
glyph 5, equal to the sailing direction from the
Strait of Gibraltar to the Central Azores,
18°\\'WW, its distance, 18dl= 18° of latitude=
2000km, and the total number of islands of
the Canaries,
and the Azores,
7+2+9= 18.
ENCODING the latitude ofthe Azores at 37°,
38°, and 39°N on glyph 5 (high, because
located in the west) took some ingenuity not
often seen in these petroglyphs. The left
tangent makes an angle of 27°, corresponding
to the latitude of Cape Bojador, 27°N, and the
angle between both tangents is 27°+ J8°= 45°.
Looking on the map, we see that the Cape
Verde Islands are located 45°SW of Cape
Bojador, at 27°-11 = 16°N, and now they are
trying to explain that the newly discovered
Azores are situated 45°NW of Cape Bojador
at 27°+ I 1=3 8°N, which is fu lIy correct. So,
Cape Bojador at 27°N is a point of symmetry.
total number of discovered islands,
the 9 Cape Verde Islands, is now
18+9=27. The total number of islands of
Madeira and the Azores is 2+9= 11, and while
the Cape Verde Islands are located at 15°, 16°
and l7°N, it is also true that the newly
discovered Azores are situated twice 11
higher, at 37°, 38°, and 39°N. So in glyph 5,
the Iatitudes of the East, Central, and West

Azores are indirectly weil indicated. The
difterence between the left angle and the right
angle is 27°_18°= 9, equal to the 9 discovered
islands of the Azores. Now, instead of the
Cape Verde lslands, the Azores became
westernmost land in the known worId.
YOU MAY THlNK these complicated
petroglyphs have strange features, but they do
not. They describe the nautical history of the
megalith builders over a time period of some
400 years. The people had complicated
feelings about what happened over such a
long time span. A total analysis of each glyph
would require a chapter on each one, and
combined, would be a book in themselves.
Here, we are only showing you their
methodology, by explaining a few of the
glyphs, and an overview.
From study of the details of the construction
of the passage grave of Gavrinis in Brittany,
we know this monument was built because of
the discovery of the Azores
1-3,9).
Since Gavrinis is dated to c.3600
we
know this glyph 5 at Dissignac about the
Azores was also made c.3600 BC.
Maria, the easternmost island of the East
Azores, is located c.900km from Madeira, so
by c.3600 BC people were able to sail the
over this larger distance.

Greenland
A LONG CONNECTION line points from
glyph 6 to gJyph 4 (FigsA,7). The carver of
glyph 6 was orienting on glyph 4, but placed 6
to the right, so recording new discoveries in
the
G lyph 6 IS an
Mediterranean symboL The handle
Mediterranean, the right side branch is
sailing route to Brittany, and the left
branch is the sailing route to the Cape Verde
Islands. But the figure is more complicated,
as it has little branches,representing important
sailing
routes
in
and
around
the
Mediterranean.More than a thousand years
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W
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(except glyphs 1 &10 . see text)
Azores

s+

Arabla
Austral iB

i:

:. i
Amertca

Fig.7 Petroglyphs of Dissignae (Ref.41 With geographie labels and tangent
angles. Over Urne. it beeame a megalithie symbol1e map of the world tising
mathemaUes. Tangent angles of symbol1e Jaeob's Staffs were used to eneode
latltudes.
Glyphl: Aneient map of the peninsula of Brtttany With the eoastal waters
over e.lOOkm (e.6500 Be)
Glyph 2: Aneient map of the Uttle Mediterranean Sea with the saillng
routes to Portugal (rightl and the Canary Islands Oeft) (c.5500 Be)
Glyph 3: The diseovery of the Cape Verde Islands (c.41500 Be)
Glyph 4: The diseovertes of Madeira and Roekall (c.4100 Be)
Glyph 5: The diseovery of the Azores (e.3600 Be)
Glyph 6: The diseovery of the Faroes, Ieeland and Greenland (c.3200 Be)
Glyph 7: Diseovertes of Afriea. Ascension and St. Helena (c.2900 Be)
Glyph 8: The diseoveries of Australla (c.2700 Be) and America via the
Bering Sea (c.2600 Be)
Glyph 9: The sailing route to Central Ameriea (c.2300 Be)
Glyph 10: The sailing routes around the Americas (e.2200 Be)
Glyph 11: The sail1ng route to Ameriea via. the Upper North (e.2100 Be)
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The tangents of glyph 7 show that the east
coast of Africa was explored as far as Egypt
at the north end of the Red Sea. At the right
side of the handle of a large dot is engraved
(see Fig.2), representing the large island of
Madagascar, only 400km offshore, the
discovery of which is confirmed by the
tangent latitudes of the figure. The glyph
details even show where to leave the coast for
the Comoros, near Cape Delgado, at 11 °S.
We do not know when glyph 7 was inscribed,
but from circumstantial evidence, we estimate
that it probably dates from c.2900 BC.

coast of Africa. By now, people were able to
cross long distances over the open sea.
After the discovery of Ascension and St.
Helena, there were a few centuries when the
megalith builders hoped they could find a way
to cross the South Atlantic. The tangents of
glyph 7 show that the whole western coastal
route of Africa was explored over a distance
of c. 1500lcm offshore, as far as the SW cape
of South Africa, the Cape of Good Hope.
Because of lack of success, a new period
began in the efforts of the megalith builders.
Tbey decided to start exploration of the earth
to the east!
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